
   

 

Situation: We saw a significant increase in enemy activity and attacks in the recent months along main supply route
(MSR) TAMPA in Iraq.  Tensions were high on the ground and in the air.  Improvised explosive device (IED) attacks
were all too common and we lost a few aircraft due to enemy activity.  The new division commander (CG) decided to
retain the previous commander’s rule requiring Attack Weapon Teams (AWT) to escort all roadside or “under active
hostile conditions” aerial medical evacuations (MEDEVAC).  Though aerial MEDEVAC missions remained the number
one priority in Baghdad, current operations did not always allow for an immediate AWT response.  Such was the case for
the IED that hit a convoy on MSR Tampa. 

A roadside IED catastrophically hit the first vehicle of four in the convoy.  The convoy passed a 9-Line MEDEVAC report
through the brigade tactical operations center (TOC) and on to the aviation unit TOC. The on-scene commander reported
two casualties as urgent surgical and the third as priority; urgent surgical meant life threatening injuries.  A 9-Line
MEDEVAC report gives available information immediately after an incident to include the nature of the injury and the
conditions of the landing zone (LZ) for the inbound aircraft.  During this 9-Line, the on-scene commander reported the LZ
at the IED blast site as free from enemy activity (cold).   Regardless of the “cold” conditions reported, the CG policy
required an AWT for the MEDEVAC to occur.   As the aviation unit TOC scrambled to get helicopters en route to the
MEDEVAC site, a crippling point became allocating AWT escorts.  At the time, one AWT escort was refueling on the
opposite side of the IED blast site at Baghdad International Airport while the other was conducting an intercept of a
rocket attack in the Green Zone.

During the flurry of activity in the TOCs, the on-scene commander on MSR TAMPA updated the 9 Line by reporting the
convoy was taking small arms fire and at that point the LZ had become “hot”, further increasing the need for the AWT. 
We identified the MEDEVAC mission aircraft and I, the CW4 pilot in command, was all systems GO and ready to leave. 
However, we had no AWT escort confirmed.  As a purely MEDEVAC mission pilot, I have seen numerous scenarios,
trained for even more, and was prepared for this mission.  However, I was not prepared for the delay in getting an AWT
escort to accompany my mission. 

In order to keep from violating the “no solo aircraft” rule I decided to depart with my lightly armed Blackhawk helicopter
partner.  We would “hook up” with the AWT en route as I knew the casualties were catastrophic and I was not going to let
“red tape” delay us any longer.  The aviation unit TOC identified the AWT for this mission as the pair of aircraft on the
ground refueling.  With our MEDEVAC mission already en route, the AWT escorts at the airport struggled with the busy
air traffic controllers to get clearance to take off to escort us into the LZ.  After 10 long minutes the AWT escort was
airborne however it was 5 minutes too late.  Because I left before our AWT escort was confirmed, we arrived on scene
before our AWT escorts could clear the LZ and provide airborne top cover.  I authenticated the 9 Line MEDEVAC and
requested permission from the aviation unit TOC to land without AWT escorts based on my assessment of the situation. 
Based on policy, I was denied permission to land.  The on-scene commander pleaded with me to land and confirmed the
LZ was secure, so I chose to land our two aircraft and loaded the casualties, although I was denied permission to do so. 
While on the ground, the AWT arrived, circled, and declared the LZ cold.   I wondered what the possible ramifications of
landing in an unsecured LZ without an AWT escort would be.
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